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ABOUT US

We are the people who turn products of imagination to reality. The ones who build a 

product based o� an idea, so that it can exist among us and not just in the pages.           

Undertaking all your interior contracting requirements, we make sure that the final     

product outputis exactly as you imagined it to be. Equipped with 22 years of cumulative 

experience, we are a workforce with the wisdom of an elephant, that works with tireless 

vigour to get the job done. 

SERVICES

Finding your perfect design might take you a lifetime but getting it made won't. We     

provide turnkey solutions for interior design. We are a one point contact that assures 

easy coordination without the hassle of having to manage numerous vendors. We     

promise quick deliveries of projects, which is made possible by our production unit and 

a skilled workforce.

Often the pursuit of attaining aesthetic interiors is marred by noisy carpenters and the 

monotonous clatter of hammers and wood. With us, that is not something you worry 

about. All your products are manufactured at our facility. It is just the assembly that takes 

place at your location. In the meantime, we also execute your requirements at the site in 

a manner to reduce the schedule of the overall work to be done.

INTERIOR CONTRACTING SERVICES

We have already mentioned our manufacturing facility earlier, which a�ords us a quick 

turnaround time.The unit is fully equipped to provide solutions on a variety of                

manufacturing requirements including solid timber, veneer and laminated finished     

products. An automated process ensures that the end result is exactly as specified,      

aesthetically as well as qualitatively.

MANUFACTURING SERVICES

- Mass production of furniture, doors, and joinery 

- Providing a skilled workforce of carpenters, plumbers, modular furniture fabricator,     

   painters and false ceiling technicians for on-site work

- Providing a skilled workforce of electricians and DATA installation engineers headed 

   by Grade 'A' government certified electrical contractors

- Installation of electrical H.T connections gensets, U.P.S systems, and servo stabilizers 

- Installation of hydro pneumatic plumbing for pressurised water supply along with    

   solar heaters.

- Interact with the technical consultants viz., H.V.A.C., electrical, fire safety, access con

   trol, surveillance etc., and include their technical input in the project

- Preparation of detailed schedules of specifications and bills of quantities. (NEED HELP)

- Preparation of time schedules and payment schedules for the project 

- Preparation of estimated project costs


